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Sight translation (ST) is a practice between translation and interpreting. Sight 
interpreting (SIT) is often regarded as simultaneous interpreting (SIM) with text. They 
are not easier than any other types of interpreting as a lot of skills are involved in ST 
and SIT practices. Therefore, ST and SIT teaching should in no way be overlooked and 
due attention should be paid how the teaching is structured and organized. This thesis 
attempts to shed light on teaching ST and SIT, based on concepts and strategies of skill 
training.  
This thesis is composed of four chapters, introduction and conclusion excluded.  
Chapter One provides some theoretical information. It clarifies the definitions of 
ST and SIT, which are the focuses of this study. They are independent as well as 
interdependent.  
Chapter Two tries to justify the importance attached to ST and SIT training. 
Because ST and SIT are different from interpreting merely from an oral source, ST and 
SIT interpreters face peculiar problems such as understanding of written texts and 
visual interference. Systematic training based on the recognition of laws governing the 
practice can help them to develop their own way of processing information to make 
them more confident and competent.  
Chapter Three analyzes skills involved in ST and SIT. Five major skills are 
discussed in details: reading comprehension, segmentation, memory, flexible 
coordination and smooth delivery.  
Chapter Four presents some suggestions for ST and SIT teaching. It introduces 
the student-centered approach, which is to facilitate students’ participation in the class 
activities as much as possible by promoting group work and evaluation. In the process, 
teachers are expected to create an environment similar to the real work situation. The 
author is convinced that all the teaching methods should serve students, just as all the 
theories should serve the real world practices.  
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Recent developments in many fields such as international relations, business, trade, 
social sciences, and technology and the need for accessing and processing information 
in the shortest possible time necessitate an active and effective communication 
medium. Translation, notably interpreting, is one of those communication media. 
 
The term “interpreting” generally brings dialogue, consecutive or simultaneous 
interpreting to mind. Sight translation has mostly been considered as a supportive 
interpreting method for simultaneous and consecutive interpreting. Jean Herbert (1952) 
characterized sight translation as a type of simultaneous interpreting. For many 
scholars, sight translation is just a pedagogical exercise for getting started in the 
techniques of consecutive interpreting and simultaneous interpreting, an exercise by 
which interpreter trainees can learn to react quickly and improve their oral skills 
(Spilka 1966; Curvers et al. 1986; Weber 1990; Falbo 1995; Viaggio 1995). However, 
sight translation, consecutive interpreting and simultaneous interpreting are performed 
under different conditions. Even though there are similarities in the mental process, the 
overall process is different. In sight translation, the translator reads a written text, 
whereas the interpreter, in both consecutive and the simultaneous modes, listens to a 
speaker. Due to the differences in the process, the methods and strategies that an 
interpreter trainee uses in sight translation will change. 
 
This paper will present some suggestions for sight translation and sight interpreting 
teaching. However, sight translation will not be considered as a supportive method for 
simultaneous and consecutive interpreting but a sole interpreting method that can be 
used by the interpreter trainees in various fields. 
 
The thesis contains four chapters. Chapter One provides some theoretical information. 
Chapter Two illustrates reasons to attach importance to ST and SIT training. Chapter 
Three analyzes what skills are involved in ST and SIT. Chapter Four presents some 
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Chapter 1  Theoretical information 
 
1.1 Some definitions 
1.1.1 Sight translation  
Sight translation (ST), a not-fully-explored phenomenon between translation and 
interpreting, seems to be with different definitions and used in different contexts.  
 
Some scholars hold the idea that ST is just a pedagogical exercise for getting started in 
the techniques of consecutive interpreting(CI) and simultaneous interpreting(SIM). 
They claim that interpreter trainees can learn to react quickly as well as improving 
their spoken competence by doing ST exercises(Spilka 1966; Curvers et al. 1986; 
Weber 1990; Falbo 1995; Viaggio 1995). Some of them admit the differences between 
ST and interpreting from an oral message, but still recommend introducing the exercise 
in the early stages of training programs for interpreters.  
 
Jean Herbert (1952) considers sight translation as one type of simultaneous 
interpreting, at least from a theoretical perspective. Because ST, CI and SIM all share 
the same end product: an oral re-expression of the source message in the target 
language. However, enough attention should be paid to the differences between them. 
The sight translators face a written text, while in CI and SIM modes the interpreter 
listens to a speaker. In ST, the source text remains available to the translator. In CI and 
SIM, on the other hand, the audio source disappears once it is uttered. And the 
processes of reading and listening are also not at all the same.  
 
Since both oral and visual forms of information processing are involved, sight 
translation is defined as “a specific type of written translation as well as a variant of 
oral interpreting” (Lambert 2004:298). It involves the transition of a message written 
in one language into a message delivered orally in another language. Lambert 
especially mentions the importance of distinguishing sight translation from sight 
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